All-sky TV images of wave structure in the near-infrared hydroxyl (OH) nightglow emission were recorded over a 3-month period during May, June, and July 1988 from a high-altitude site at the Mountain Research Station (40.0 ø N, 105.6 ø W, 3050 m), near Nederland, Colorado. Well-defined, coherent wave patterns associated with the passage of short period (<1 hour) gravity waves were observed on a total of 22 occasions. The wave motions exhibited similar spatial and temporal properties during each month but a distinct tendency for northward propagation (68% of the wave azimuths within + 40.0 ø N), with some eastward motion in May and June, was observed throughout the campaign. Although it is theoretically well known that upward propagating gravity waves can be blocked at a critical layer produced by the interaction of the waves with the horizontal background wind, observational evidence of this phenomenon is rare. To investigate the possibility that the asymmetry in the wave propagation directions was caused by the critical layer, a model based on mean climatological background winds and numerical tidal wave modes valid for any mid-latitude site and time of the year was constructed to show the regions forbidden to upward gravity wave propagation from critical layer theory. These "blocking diagrams" which vary with height and time were constructed for the OH altitude (---87 km) for the present paper. Comparison of the predicted (i.e., least restricted) and the observed directions of the wave motion show almost complete agreement. This suggests that middle atmospheric winds can play an important role in determining the flux and the azimuthal distribution of short-period waves reaching the upper atmosphere.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the importance of small-scale, short-period gravity waves on the dynamics of the upper atmospheric circulation has been recognized [Fritts and Vincent, 1987] . Observations of the bright infrared hydroxyl (OH) Meinel band emissions, which originate from a well-defined layer centered at an altitude of--•87 km [Baker and Stair, 1988] , have proved most useful for investigating these waves.
Initially, the properties of the short-period waves were difficult to determine using spectrometric and single-point photographic measurements. Indeed it was not until Peterson and Kieffaber [1973] Low light images of the nightglow emissions provide an excellent method for remote sensing the two-dimensional spatial and temporal evolution of short-period wave motions over a large geographic area and with a high temporal resolution [Taylor et al., 1987] . The data give important information on the occurrence frequency, horizontal wavelengths, and apparent horizontal phase velocities of the wave perturbation. These facts together with the geographical location, shape, orientation, and time of the displays have been most helpful in investigating potential wave sources [Taylor and Hapgood, 1988 To investigate the gravity wave morphology over an extended time interval, a series of measurements were recorded over 3 consecutive months during May, June, and July 1988. The observations were made as part of the Middle Atmosphere Periodic Structure and Associated Radiance (MAPSTAR) program and revealed similar spatial and temporal properties for the wave displays observed during each month, but a distinct tendency toward preferential directions of motion which varied from month to month was noted. The apparent asymmetry in the propagation headings of the gravity waves is due to the presence of critical layers which can occur at any height level where the horizontal wind velocity alOng the direction of the horizontal wave vector equals the horizontal phase velocity and the intrinsic frequency is Doppler-shifted to zero. At the critical layer height a horizontal surface region can be constructed to give a polar plot (a "blocking diagram") showing the range of azimuthal angles and speeds of gravity waves forbidden from further upward propagation [Ryan, 1991; Ryan and Tuan, 1991] . Gravity waves with horizontal phase speeds and directions within this region would encounter heavy absorption from a large number of diverse and relatively unstructured mechanisms [Booker and Bretherton, 1967; Hazel, 1967; Jones, 1968; Fritts and Geller, 1976; Fritts, 1978 Fritts, , 1979 He et al., 1990 He et al., , 1991 as they approach the critical layer. Gravity waves with horizontal phase velocities outside this region would not encounter a critical layer and should be observable.
In the absence of detailed simultaneous wind measurements we have first constructed a model of the zonal and meridional wind profiles for each month using the latest climatological information [Forbes, 1982a, , 1990] . This model gives the mean wind profile for any geographic location and month of year from which we then construct the blocking diagrams just mentioned. In this paper we discuss the construction of the wind profiles and show how the blocking diagrams are computed for a given site, height, and time of the year (hour of the day and month). The results of the protracted OH image measurements are then compared with the model calculations to investigate the effects of wind filtering on the propagation of short-period gravity waves into the upper atmosphere. The results of the image analysis are listed in Table 1 . The azimuth of the wave motions (i.e., the normal to the wave fronts) was determined from the ground maps to an accuracy of about -+5 ø . This represents the dominant direction of motion of each pattern measured over a time interval of typically 0.5 to 4 hours during the nights (depending upon observing conditions). However, at any given time, individual waveforms often exhibited considerable spread about this direction (see Figure 2 ). Due to changes in the seeing conditions (particularly in June) it was usually easier to determine the orientation and direction of motion of the wave pattern than it was to accurately measure its speed. Nevertheless, velocity measurements were obtained on 14 of the 22 displays detected during the campaign. Several measurements were made from the ground maps to determine the average speed for each display. The spread in the individual measurements was used to provide an estimate of w Fig. 1 . All-sky image showing coherent near-infrared (NIR) wave structure extending over the whole camera field. Geographic north appears at the bottom of the picture. The data were obtained on July 10 at 0510 UT using an integration time of 1.5 s. Similar waveforms were also imaged in the OI (557.7 nm) nightglow emission and to the north several bands were visible at low elevation to the dark adapted eye. (Note the dark region near the center of the image is due to a defect in the camera tube.) the error in each case (see Table 1 ). On two occasions (June 20-21 and July 12) a second wave motion was also detected during the course of the night and both sets of measurements are reported here. Each month shows a clear preference for wave propagation generally toward the north (in total 68% of the wave azimuths were within _+ 40.0 ø N). In May and June, several displays also exhibited significant eastward motion. In July the northward motion became even more restricted in the azimuth range (83% within _+30.0 ø N) with only one exception of a wave pattern moving toward the southeast. In particular none of the displays observed during this campaign exhibited strong westward components of motion. 
Analysis of the Cimatological and Numerical Data Model
The zonal and meridional wind profiles for a given height and geographic site were determined by linear interpolation between the available tabulated values for (1) immediate above and below the height of interest and (2) locations in the immediate surroundings of the site of interest. The tables of wind profiles use different height intervals depending the amplitudes and phases were interpolated separately and the profiles computed from the resultant data points. In the second method the profiles were computed directly using the tabulated data and then interpolated to produce the wind components. As expected, both approaches gave very similar results. Profiles may be computed for any hour of the day and for each month of the year [Ryan, 1991 Although downward reflections from any critical layer can be significant [He et al., 1990 , 1991], they do not affect the OH layer if the sources are located in the lower atmosphere. Polar plots (blocking diagrams) with V x as the radius and qb as the polar angle were then constructed to show which directions and magnitudes are restricted for gravity wave propagation up to OH altitudes.
Blocking diagrams [Ryan, 1991; Ryan and Tuan, 1991] were plotted for each month using the wind profiles derived for the Colorado optical site. As expected, each plot (see section 5) shows a forbidden region for westward wave propagation due to the strong zonal winds in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere. The blocking effect increases considerably in "area" from May to July, eventually restricting all westward propagating gravity waves with observed phase speeds below --•65 m s -• . Some blocking also occurs to the east during these 3 months. This is mainly due to zonal winds below 20 km and is much less than the westward blocking. Wave propagation toward the north and south is generally much less restricted. Due to the tidal modes the blocking diagrams can vary at different hours of the day (see Figure   9 ). In May, six wave displays were recorded and four velocity measurements made (see Table 1 ). Figure 5 shows that all six wave patterns moved in directions that were least impeded for gravity wave propagation. Moreover, the four measurements of the phase velocity were all in excess of the blocking limits indicating unrestricted wave propagation to OH altitudes. During June (Figure 6 ), ten wave patterns were detected, but due to limitations in the observing conditions, only five velocity measurements were possible. Nevertheless, the azimuthal distribution of the patterns were again favorable for wave propagation from the lower atmosphere. One of the displays observed on June 22 (azimuth 80 ø ) exhibited a velocity that was apparently insufficient for wave propagation up to 85 km. However, the wave azimuth was clearly directed away from the major blocking region (i.e., almost due east) and the observed phase speed could well have been in excess of the actual blocking limit that existed on this night.
During July (Figure 7 ) the sky conditions improved considerably and velocity measurements were possible on five of six displays. Remarkably all but one of the wave patterns recorded during this month exhibited well-defined motion towards the north. Moreover the observed phase speeds of the patterns (including the display moving towards the south east) significantly exceeded the nominal blocking limits on each occasion.
DISCUSSION
The spatial and temporal properties of the wave motions reported here are typical of the mid-latitude nightglow displays described in literature (see, for example, Peterson and Taylor et al. [1987] ). On occasions these displays have been associated with the passage of short-period (< 1 hour) gravity waves through the nightglow layers. Although individual sources for the waves have been difficult to locate, there are good reasons why many of the wave sources may be located in the lower atmosphere [Hines, 1960] . In this study all of the wave sources were assumed to be located in the tropospheric regions.
A comparison of the image measurements with the climatological model predictions show almost complete agreement between the predicted (i.e., least restricted) and the observed directions of wave propagation. Furthermore, with only one exception the apparent phase speeds of the waves were always greater than the predicted blocking limits. Thus the waves responsible for the OH patterns observed during this campaign were probably subjected to considerable directional filtering. The agreement suggests that middle atmospheric winds can play an important role in governing the flux and azimuthal distribution of short-period wave energy reaching the upper atmosphere. As the filtering theory assumes a tropospheric origin for the waves, this study is also consistent with the generally accepted idea of a predominance of lower atmosphere sources at mid-latitudes.
The anisotropy observed in the distribution of wave azimuths is a key element of this study. Assuming the effects of wind filtering were negligible, this result could conceivably have been caused by a nonuniform distribution of sources. This requires that the wave sources were located (1) primarily to the south and west of the optical site during May and June and (2) almost exclusively to the south of the site in July. Moreover, there should have been no similar type sources to the east of the optical site for the duration of the campaign. While the distribution of wave sources during this period was almost certainly not uniform, it is highly improbable that it would have given rise to the observed set of wave motions. As the winds in the middle atmosphere (see Figure  3) can be large compared with the apparent phase speeds of the waves (see Table 1 ), it is much more likely that the anisotropy in the data resulted from directional filtering of an ensemble of wave motions.
To simplify the investigation the blocking diagrams shown in section 5 were computed assuming that all of the wave sources were located in the vicinity of the optical site. In practice we do not know the actual position of the sources with respect to the observer. In the absence of background winds, gravity waves of a period of -•1 hour would be expected to propagate from the source region to OH heights within a ground range of-•800 km [Freund and Jacka, 1979; Taylor and Hapgood, 1988] . However, as the path of the gravity wave through the atmosphere is strongly dependent upon its intrinsic frequency [Hines, 1960] , which changes with the prevailing wind conditions (equation (3)), the horizontal range over which the waves may propagate can be significantly larger. Thus many of the wave motions imaged by the all-sky camera may have originated from sources located several hundred kilometers from the observing site.
To investigate the effects of varying the source location on the blocking diagrams, wind profiles at points _+ 4 ø in latitude and longitude to the north, south, west, and east of the optical site were calculated (corresponding to a change in source position of 890 km in latitude and 680 km in longitude). Figure 8 shows the total zonal and meridional wind components for June. The zonal wind depends solely upon the latitude, and plots are given only for points north and south of the center (optical) site. Some differences between the south and the center/north profiles arise above 60 km altitude but they are no greater than the changes that take place from June to July (see Figure 3) , both of which exhibit similar blocking diagrams (Figures 6 and 7) . The meridional winds are more sensitive to variations in source location (e.g., the profile to the south of center), but as the zonal winds dominate, the overall effects on the blocking diagrams are not significant. Thus uncertainties in the location of the wave sources of up to several hundred kilometers appear to have little impact on the net wave filtering. However, sources located at significantly larger ranges may well encounter different wind profiles than those existing at the observing site.
As the wave displays were imaged •f a•r .... f f• a,,r;.. the night, changes in the tidal contributions to the wind profiles have also been investigated. This is important as the temporal origin of each wave is not known. For short-period waves the group velocities should be less than the observed phase velocities (i.e., <50 m/s, see Table 1 ), and propagation times of a few to several hours would be expected [Taylor and Hapgood, 1988] . To examine the effect of time changes on the blocking areas, the total zonal and meridional wind components were plotted at 1-hour intervals over the period 0400 to 0900 UT when most of the data were recorded (2200 to 0300 LT). As expected, the zonal winds showed minimal changes, but the meridional winds varied substantially. However, the 100-km plot (light shaded area) shows a marked increase in the blocking area to the east. Any waves propagating upward toward the east at OH altitudes will be strongly filtered before they reach this height.
The filtering of a gravity wave by its absorption into the mean flow at a critical layer applies only when the background winds through which the wave is propagating are stable (i.e., when the Richardson's number, Ri, of the background medium is significantly greater than 1/4). Wind profiles exhibiting very steep vertical gradients (Ri < 1/4) are naturally unstable and reradiation or overreflection of the gravity wave can occur [Jones, 1968; Fritts, 1978; He et al., 1991] . Under these circumstances the effect of the wind filtering on the gravity waves needs to be reassessed. An examination of a large number of climatological data on background winds and atmospheric tides has yielded little evidence for such steep vertical gradients. Nevertheless, it is quite possible that a chance combination of background winds with other long-period gravity waves may induce localized regions of instability into the real wind profile. However, the overall agreement between the critical layer theory and the nightglow observations presented here suggest that the occurrence of unstable background winds may be relatively rare. Figure 10 illustrates the effect of changing the altitude of the blocking investigation. Two heights, 80 and 100 km, are plotted showing the changes in the blocked areas for the optical site at local midnight during May. As discussed earlier, below 90 km, most of the blocking occurs for westward propagating waves. However, above 90 km, strong blocking occurs for both eastward and westward propagating waves. Similar results were obtained during June and July. For comparison the blocking diagrams for winter solstice conditions (December) were also plotted. These plots (not shown) indicate major blocking for eastward wave motion for altitudes up to 100 km. Unlike the summer plots, the winter blocking diagrams remain virtually unchanged over the height range 80 to 100 km. On several occasions, during July, similar wave patterns were imaged in the OH and OI (557.7 nm) green line emission (peak altitude ---96 km). Depending upon the azimuth of the wave motions, it is possible that gravity waves seen in the OH emission may not reach the OI layer. Indeed, attempts to image green line structure during May and June when several of the OH wave patterns had significant eastward components of motion were unsuccessful. In comparison all but one of the wave patterns imaged in July exhibited strong northward motion (see Figure 7) which is the direction of least blocking at both the OH and the OI altitudes. Thus although limited, the OI data provide further support of wave filtering by winds.
The sources of the waves observed during this period are under investigation but are currently unknown. An unexpected consequence of this analysis points toward a tropospheric origin for the bulk of the wave motions. During the campaign, many thunderstorms were reported over Colorado and the neighboring states. Thunderstorm activity has been identified as a source of short-period gravity waves on at least one prior occasion [Taylor and Hapgood, 1988] . By comparing the properties of the image data with the distribution of thunderstorms and other tropospheric disturbances it may be possible to identify individual wave sources using the wind-filtering model.
The results of this study are quite remarkable when it is recalled that the blocking diagrams were developed using climatological data which provide only an estimate of the wave filtering to be expected at any given site for this time of the year. Ideally, for this type of investigation, simultaneous wind profile measurements should be made in the vicinity of the nightglow observations. The fact that the wave data collected over the 3-month period exhibited magnitudes and directions consistent with the model results suggests that climatological data are probably sufficient for this type of study. However, more measurements are needed before any firm conclusions can be drawn on this point. In particular, data taken during the winter months from a similar midlatitude site when the zonal winds blow toward the east (i.e., in the opposite direction to the summer flow) should provide a further important test for the theory.
SUMMARY
The critical layer theory for gravity wave filtering has been applied to an extended set of nightglow measurements to study the effects of middle atmospheric winds on the propagation of short-period gravity waves. All-sky images of the NIR OH emissions are well suited for this research as they provide precise information on the directions of motion and the apparent speeds of the waves reaching the upper atmosphere. The measurements reported here show almost total agreement between the observed and the permitted wave azimuths and speeds. This result indicates that the flow of wave energy into the upper atmosphere can be significantly modified by the background winds. Whether wind filtering dominates the flux of short-period wave energy at other sites (at high, medium, and low latitudes) and times of the year has yet to be determined. If further nightglow measurements substantiate these findings, the wind-filtering model may be used to help make a more quantitative investigation of the dominant wave sources and to study regional and seasonal effects of short-period gravity waves on the dynamics of the upper atmosphere.
While one may well argue that only instantaneous wind profiles measured at the same time as the airglow data should be used, the combined data collected over 3 months, the general consistency between the forbidden region of the blocking diagrams and the observed gravity wave propagation directions as well as magnitudes, would all suggest that in the late spring and early summer months there may well be gravity wave (GW) directional filtering. Further verifications were found when the OH data taken by Lowe et at. on April 18, 1991, in London, Ontario, were checked with the blocking diagrams for London. The time of the year for this particular data set is of special interest. Obviously, more observations are needed before any firm conclusions can be drawn. Data taken during the winter when the zonal winds are blowing eastward (in the opposite direction) should give this theory a further important test.
We should mention that the filtering of a gravity wave through its absorption into the mean flow at the critical layer region applies only to stable background winds (i.e., the Richardson's number of the background winds is much greater than 1/4). For wind profiles with much steeper vertical gradients so that the background becomes unstable, reradiation and overreflection [Jones, 1968; Fritts, 1978 ; He et at., 1991] can occur. Under such circumstances the gravity wave blocking has to be entirely reexamined. However, in examining a large number of climatological background winds and atmospheric tides, we are unable to find much evidence for such steep vertical background wind gradients. It is always possible, of course, for instantaneous wind profiles, modified by long-period "background" gravity waves, to exhibit such background instability. But the overall consistency between the observed GW propagation and the blocking diagrams would suggest that the occurrence of such unstable background winds would be relatively rare.
